Trading on Coinbase Prime:
Use our tools, access, and
expertise to buy and sell
Plug into our advanced trading capabilities
180+ digital assets to
trade through a single
advanced smart order
router

Connect to multiple
trading exchanges
and venues for deep
aggregate liquidity

Dedicated trading
desk to monitor
market conditions
and help deploy
advanced strategies

40+ new trading assets launched in 2022

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Our smart order router improves liquidity
Coinbase Prime’s smart order router gives you seamless access to the broader marketplace for
digital assets. It routes your order to multiple listed exchanges plus OTC trading desks —
aggregating liquidity automatically to find the best execution price for your order (including
trading fees). Essentially, the smart order router creates one exchange from all liquidity venues.
This deepens the liquidity available for any listed digital asset.
The Coinbase Prime smart order router improves execution by:
● Aggregating liquidity. The router serves large,
institutional-size orders better, reducing
slippage as the size of an order increases.
● Simplifying your operations. Get access to
multiple venues without requiring your firm to
prefund accounts at each exchange.
● Expanding automatically. Coinbase Prime
adds venues without additional operational
requirements on the firm’s end.

MicroStrategy became the first publicly traded company to acquire a
large allocation of bitcoin.

●
●

$250 million of bitcoin acquired without market impact

i i n follow-on investment made

$175 m ll o

L

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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The smart order router reduces slippage
Aggregated liquidity significantly lowers slippage for market orders of large U.S. dollar notional in
both bitcoin and ether. To demonstrate this, we sourced order book snapshots from Nomics and
Cryptocompare between April 15-May 15, 2022. For a given period, we measured the slippage of
walking up the order book from the mid-quote up to the given USD notional. We then computed the
average slippage for each notional, including a corresponding 25% to 75% percentile range.

Bitcoin orders performed more efficiently on Coinbase Prime
In BTC/USD, the average slippage for a market order using Coinbase Prime varied from 3.80 bps for
a $1 million buy order to 14.72 bps for a $5 million buy order. When compared to the most liquid
exchanges, Coinbase Prime offered significant savings on both the buy and sell side. 

Using Coinbase Prime as the baseline, here is how each exchange liquidity compared to Coinbase
Prime’s smart order router on BTC/USD orders.
BTC/USD (Buy)
Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+1.38 bps

+3.03 bps

+9.13 bps

$2M

baseline

+2.45 bps

+9.55 bps

+15.07 bps

$3M

baseline

+4.57 bps

+16.26 bps

+20.02 bps

$4M

baseline

+6.39 bps

+22.00 bps

+23.60 bps

$5M

baseline

+8.03 bps

+30.12 bps

+26.22 bps

Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+1.98 bps

+3.48 bps

+9.00 bps

$2M

baseline

+3.25 bps

+10.08 bps

+15.44 bps

$3M

baseline

+5.53 bps

+16.93 bps

+20.26 bps

$4M

baseline

+7.11 bps

+23.17 bps

+23.95 bps

$5M

baseline

+7.95 bps

+31.38 bps

+26.60 bps

BTC/USD (Sell)

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Ether orders performed more efficiently on Coinbase Prime
In ETH/USD, the average slippage for a market order using Coinbase Prime varied from 5.77 bps for
a $1 million buy order to 26.19 bps for a $5 million sell order. When compared to the most liquid
exchanges, Coinbase Prime offered significant savings on both the buy and sell side. 

Using Coinbase Prime as the baseline, here is how each exchange liquidity compared to Coinbase
Prime’s smart order router on ETH/USD orders.
ETH/USD (Buy)
Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+2.20 bps

+2.43 bps

+15.29 bps

$2M

baseline

+3.00 bps

+8.39 bps

+26.93 bps

$3M

baseline

+3.18 bps

+13.39 bps

+33.81 bps

$4M

baseline

+3.72 bps

+16.63 bps

+38.21 bps

$5M

baseline

+4.82 bps

+20.57 bps

+48.91 bps

Amount

Coinbase Prime

Kraken

Coinbase Exchange

FTX US

$1M

baseline

+0.94 bps

+2.66 bps

+15.84 bps

$2M

baseline

+1.36 bps

+8.34 bps

+27.15 bps

$3M

baseline

+1.01 bps

+12.65 bps

+33.77 bps

$4M

baseline

+1.14 bps

+15.08 bps

+38.20 bps

$5M

baseline

+2.09 bps

+17.11 bps

+46.97 bps

ETH/USD (Sell)

Disclaimer
This document is intended only for sophisticated investors; it is for informational purposes only and does not constitute the provision of investment
advice. Client assumes full responsibility for its trading activity and should consult its advisors for its specific situation. Coinbase is not registered
as an investment advisor and Coinbase assumes no liability, obligation, or responsibility for client decisions regarding its Coinbase Prime Broker
Account. Please consult your Coinbase Prime Broker Agreement and www.coinbase.com/Prime for additional details.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Manage your trading strategy
Similar to traditional trading platforms, Coinbase Prime lets you place different types of orders  
so you can better control your trading strategy.

Limit order 

A limit order only executes if available prices are equal to or better than the limit you specify. Your
order routes to the best price available on the multiple exchanges and liquidity venues connected
to Coinbase Prime. The typical limit order will be a resting order in the order book, making the size
visible to all market participants. This is not recommended for orders that are large compared to
the average daily volume of the asset.
How to place a limit order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Limit price

Set by client

Time in force

Good til canceled; immediate or cancel

Good til canceled


The order remains open (or “good”) until it is canceled by the trader.
Immediate or cancel


The order is only valid when it is submitted. If the price constraints
cannot be met, it will be canceled. Also known as “fill or kill.“
Limit order in action: prioritizing your price

An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin (BTC). The institution dictates the
order size, limit price, and time in force inside the Coinbase Prime platform. As they fill out the
ticket, the trader can review estimated fees as well as a total cost of the trade. 

Once the order is placed, Coinbase Prime’s smart order router goes into the market and

purchases the desired amount at the agreed upon price or better, beginning with the best price
across exchanges and venues, including OTC trading desks, until $1.2 million BTC is purchased. 


For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Iceberg limit order

An iceberg limit order is similar to a limit order, except it breaks a large order into smaller sizes. This
disguises the order’s true size, avoids information leakage, and prevents other traders from taking
advantage of your intentions.
How to place an iceberg limit order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Limit price

Set by client

Time in force

Good til canceled; immediate or cancel

Display size

Any size smaller than the total size

ceberg limit order in action: prioritizing price and discretion

I

An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin. The institution dictates the order
size, limit price, and time in force inside the Coinbase Prime platform. As they fill out the limit
order ticket, the trader checks the box indicating that they want an iceberg order, specifying the
“display size” they wish to have. 

oinbase Prime’s smart order router goes into the market and attempts to purchase the desired
USD amount at the agreed upon price or better, beginning with the best price across exchanges
and venues, including OTC trading desks, until $1.2 million BTC is purchased. If the limit price is
below the current market price, the iceberg limit order will list orders for the “display size.”

C

This order is best when the limit price is near or below the current market price and the trader
wants a portion of the order to rest in listed order books. 

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Market order

A market order executes a trade against the available listed liquidity across all of our liquidity
venues up to the quantity desired. This order type is not recommended for orders that are large
relative to the listed liquidity of the asset.
How to place a market order
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or USD notional

Dealer only

Yes or no

Market order in action: prioritizing speed of execution
An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin. The institution chooses the amount
inside the Coinbase Prime platform. In that ticket, the trader will also see the estimated slippage,
as well as the estimated average fill price for the bitcoin, along with fees and an estimated total
cost. If the price or cost is higher than a trader wants, they can (and should) change the order to a
limit order so that their price expectations are met.

The market order goes into the market and purchases the desired USD amount. Coinbase Prime’s
smart order router will find the best price across exchanges and venues, including OTC trading
desks, but the order will purchase $1.2 million worth of BTC at the prevailing market prices in that
moment.

$133 billion quarterly institutional
trading volume (Q3 2022)

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Time-weighted average price (TWAP) algorithm

The TWAP algorithm works to complete your order over a specified period of time. Your desired
trade size will be split into smaller pieces that will be independently traded at different time
intervals. These intervals can last from less than an hour to days, depending on the trade’s total
size and how aggressive you want the trade to be. 

The main advantage of this strategy is that it minimizes the impact your trade has on the market  
in any one moment. You will also hide the total size of your trade from other market participants. 

The potential downside to a TWAP is that the market price is less certain. The TWAP will hope to
outperform the average volume-weighted price over the course of your trading; but the price range
can be much wider over a longer window of time.
Compulsory
parameters

Your options

Asset

Any asset available on Coinbase Prime
in client geography

Direction

Buy or sell

Size

Crypto amount (e.g., 50 BTC) or

USD notional equivalent

Limit price

Set by client

Start time

ASAP by default; can be custom start or preset
increments

Duration

Minimum: 5 minutes; Maximum: 7 days

TWAP in action: prioritizing low market impact
An institution wants to purchase $1.2 million worth of bitcoin over 30 minutes. The institution
dictates the size, limit price, start time, and duration inside the Coinbase Prime order ticket
before selecting “Buy BTC.” 

The TWAP might split the order into six slices of $200,000, with each slice lasting five minutes.
During each interval, the algo will begin by passively trading (e.g., providing liquidity) to minimize
fees and improve the execution price. However, as the interval begins to run out of time, any
remaining quantity will be aggressively traded before the next time interval begins. Assuming the
price of bitcoin stays below the limit price set by the trader at the onset of trading, the entire $1.2
million buy will be completed within the 30-minute window. 

If the price crosses above the limit price, the TWAP algorithm will not make any purchases until
the price comes back below. In that case, the TWAP will adjust the amount needed to buy for the
remainder of the trading window. If the price does not come below by the time the TWAP expires,
the order will expire with partial fills.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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Access the experts: Coinbase Execution Services
If you seek a higher level of execution services and benefits, consider Coinbase Execution  
Services (CES), our agency trading desk.

Agency model for
anonymity and
competitive pricing

Coinbase Prime acts as your agent to secure the best price we can find
in the market using our smart order router. We receive pricing from all
the top liquidity providers around the globe so you always have multiple
quotes and you get the most competitive pricing available (while
remaining anonymous to the market). We charge a transparent, flat
commission on top of pass-through exchange fees.

A counterparty
you can trust

Coinbase will be your sole counterparty, reducing your credit and
counterparty risk. We’re continually investing resources into our
platform so you can be confident you’re working with the most trusted
name in crypto.

White-glove service
with Wall Street
expertise

Our experts have backgrounds on Wall Street and have been at the
forefront of crypto markets as they have grown and matured. You can
count on them to design and execute cutting-edge trading strategies.
You can rely equally on our global sales and trading teams to deliver
seamless client service 24 hours, 7 days a week.

Regulated liquidity

Coinbase Prime gives you access to regulated liquidity by vetting
exchanges and market makers. All venues must pass our rigorous duediligence standards and all trading partners are cleared through
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) screening
requirements.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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CES in action
Acquiring a $7 million crypto basket
Client request: 

A new client approached the CES desk looking to invest $7 million into a basket of the top 40
cryptocurrencies weighted by market capitalization, excluding bitcoin and ethereum.

Coinbase solution: 

Keeping in mind the volatility of some of the altcoins, our team identified the top 40 currencies
likely to maintain a reasonable market capitalization for the medium-long term. We conducted a
liquidity analysis for each of the currencies to determine the best way to execute each trade.
Once the client approved the execution strategy, we executed TWAP orders in each of the
currencies on the Coinbase Prime platform, weighting them by market capitalization.

Buying $50 million in bitcoin, without moving prices
Client request: 

A traditional institution new to the crypto market came to CES with the goal of buying $50
million of BTC, which was trading at a level the client liked. 

Coinbase solution: 

Our team asked the client a number of questions to better understand their goals and then
worked with them to develop a trading plan. While still on the phone, the CES desk was able to
gently start working the order via our smart order routing technology using a TWAP algorithm.
Our team analyzed the liquidity in the market and agreed on a two-hour TWAP to ensure the
client was participating in the volume, but wasn’t moving the market price. Shortly after, we
showed the buyer a natural offer for $8 million BTC and were able to cross the block in the
middle of the spread, reducing market impact entirely. We continued to work the balance of the
order as a TWAP, when a voice OTC desk came to the team with an offer in $3.5 million BTC. We
showed the offer to the client and an additional $3.5 million was crossed with minimal slippage.

Client assumes full responsibility for each and every transaction in or for its account. Client is solely responsible for determining whether any
investment, investment strategy, or transaction involving digital assets is appropriate based on client’s investment objectives, financial
circumstances, risk tolerance, and tax consequences. Client should consult its legal, tax, and accounting professionals regarding client’s specific
situation.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com
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